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As for COVID-19, we are all facing many difficulties.

As for my major in sociology and a career hopefully

in education as a guidance counselor, the situations

are pretty tough. As of right now, everything is

online so many students aren't able to get the full

contact they would get from their teachers and etc

as they would if they were at school in person. While

students are able to get the help they need virtually,

it is not the same because in person you are able to

first of all see them, and secondly, provide resources

that are available to them or help them with what is

needed.
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For the future, first off, hopefully things will go back

to normal how they were. But for the future, with

education and being a guidance counselor, it might

be difficult depending if we are in person or online.

Although we will have more of a bigger picture on

how virtual things work, it will always be better in

person that way students will be able to go see their

designated counselor and seek the help they need

such as things for their future, their careers and just

an environment for a better learning and being able

to grow safely. With this, depending if it's online or

in person, both ways students will be able to be open

to many resources due to having lived through such
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a difficult time. One good thing for the future could

be that if things were still online, students would be

able to reach out to many opportunities that are

offered.
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For that future, I will start preparing by seeing how

people do it now, how people are teaching online

right now. I believe it is super important to always

learn from others because you not only learn from it

but you also find new methods. As for being in

education, not everyone is the same so learning new

methods would not only help fellow students and

peers, but to help them grow and be in the right

place to a bright future.
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